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A B S T R A C T
Trust and reputation management over distributed systems has been proposed in the last few years as a novel and accurate way of dealing with some security deficiencies which are inherent to those environments. Thus, many models and theories have been developed in order to effective and accurately manage trust and reputation in those communities. Nevertheless, very few of them take into consideration all the possible security threats that can compromise the system. In this paper, we present some of the most important and critical security threats that could be applied in a trust and reputation scheme. We will describe and analyze each of those threats and propose some recommendations to face them when developing a new trust and reputation mechanism. We will also study how some trust and reputation models solve them. This work expects to be a reference guide when designing secure trust and reputation models.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Trust and reputation models have been recently proposed by many researches as an innovative solution for guaranteeing a minimum level of security between two entities belonging to a distributed system that want to have a transaction or interaction.

Thus, many studies, works and models have been designed, carried out and developed in this direction, leading to a current solid research field on which both academia and industry are focusing their attention.

Many methods, technologies and mechanisms like fuzzy logic (Tajeddine et al., 2006), bayesian networks (Wang et al., 2006b) or even bio-inspired algorithms (Gómez Mármol, 2008) have been proposed in order to manage and model trust and reputation in systems such as P2P networks (Almenárez et al., 2004), ad-hoc ones (Moloney and Weber, 2005), wireless sensor networks (Boukerche et al., 2007) (WSN) or even multi-agent systems (Sabater and Sierra, 2001).

Analyzing and studying some of these models (Josang et al., 2007; Sabater and Sierra, 2005) we realized that there are some security threats directly related to this specific kind of models, which are common and applicable to most of these approaches.

Nevertheless, we also noticed that each author proposed his/her own threats when testing their developed models, revealing the lack of a commonly agreed process of checking the robustness of a trust and reputation model against the mentioned risks.

This paper presents the most important security threat scenarios that can be found in the area of trust and reputation in a distributed system where some entities request some services and other ones provide those services. As far as we know, this is one of the first research works making such a thorough analysis.

We will describe each threat and propose a possible solution for tackling it. We will additionally study how some of the most representative models deal with those threats and analyze their proposed solutions.
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Every accurate and robust trust and reputation model should have some mechanisms to effectively overcome all the threats that could be applied to it. Therefore, this work is intended to serve as a reference guide for developing secure trust and reputation models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 makes a brief description of trust and reputation management and discusses the importance of dealing with the security threats exposed in Section 3, where some solutions are also proposed. A taxonomy of these threats is described in Section 4 and how some trust and reputation models face them is shown in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions and future work are depicted in Section 6.

2. Trust and reputation management

Trust and reputation management has recently become a very useful and powerful tool in some specific environments where a lack of previous knowledge about the system can lead participants to undesired situations, specifically in virtual communities where users do not know each other at all or, at least, do not know everyone.

It is in those cases where the application of trust and reputation mechanisms is more effective, helping a peer to find out which is the most trustworthy or reputable participant to have an interaction with, preventing thus the selection of a fraudulent or malicious one.

We have noticed that most of the current trust and reputation models in the literature follow these four general steps (Marti and Garcia-Molina, 2006) (as shown in Fig. 1):

1. Collecting information about a certain participant in the community by asking other users their opinions or recommendations about that peer.
2. Aggregating all the received information properly and somehow computing a score for every peer in the network.
3. Selecting the most trustworthy or reputable entity in the community providing a certain service and effectively having an interaction with it, assessing a posteriori the satisfaction of the user with the received service.
4. According to the satisfaction obtained, a last step of punishing or rewarding is carried out, adjusting consequently the global trust (or reputation) deposited in the selected service provider.

Additionally, each model manages concepts such as trust or reputation in many different ways. For instance, some models like PTM (Almenárez et al., 2004; Almenárez et al., 2006) or AFRAS (Carbó et al., 2003) make use of fuzzy logic in order to deal with those topics.

On the other hand, bayesian networks are used by authors of MTrust (Songsiri, 2006) and BNBTM (Wang et al., 2006b). And even bio-inspired algorithms are used in AntRep (Wang et al., 2006a) or TACS (Gómez Mármol et al., 2008). Other models like Eigentrust (Kamvar et al., 2003) or PeerTrust (Xiong and Liu, 2004) just give some analytic expressions.

However, we also realized that not all the models address all the possible threats that could be found and applied in those scenarios. In fact, some of them do not even deal with these risks at all.

In our opinion, this is an issue that should not be underestimated when designing and developing a new trust and reputation model over distributed and heterogeneous systems, since an inaccurate management of these threats could result in important security deficiencies and weaknesses.

It is also worth mentioning that the distinction between a trust and a reputation model is not always clear. However, in our opinion, those models making an explicit use of other participants’ recommendations could be categorized as reputation models while the rest could be considered just as trust models.

Finally, some scenarios where a trust and reputation model may prove useful could be, among many others, a P2P file sharing system, an ad-hoc routing protocol or a streaming service in case of accident over a WSN.

3. Security threats

In this section we will present and describe the most common security threats applicable in the field of trust and reputation management over distributed environments. Moreover, an approach aimed to tackle and solve each of those threats will be also proposed.

It is important to note that, although all of these threats can be applied to some trust and reputation models, not all of them can be applied to any model, since some threats are specific of one or another type of trust and reputation model.
Without loss of generality we will consider a scenario where several participants (entities, nodes, peers, agents, users, ...) belong to a virtual community (P2P network, WSN, ad-hoc network, multi-agent system, ...) where a certain set of services is offered.

When a specific participant is requested to provide one of the services it offers it can effectively provide the offered service and act, therefore, in a benevolent way or, on the other hand, it can provide a worse service, acting thus fraudulent or maliciously.

3.1. Individual malicious peers

Description. Malicious peers always provide bad services when selected as service providers (Fig. 2).

Discussion. This is the simplest threat that can be found in a trust and reputation system. Every trust and reputation model deals with this kind of attack.

Solution. The way of preventing such a misbehavior is by decreasing the level of trust or reputation of those participants who always provide bad services, categorizing them, therefore, as malicious peers.

3.2. Malicious collectives

Description. Malicious peers always provide bad services when selected as service providers. Malicious peers form a malicious collective by assigning the maximum trust value to other malicious peers in the network (Fig. 3).

Discussion. Not many trust and reputation models treat the problem arisen from the constitution of a collusion among malicious peers, having thus an important security deficiency.

Solution. The first thing needed to be able to overcome this threat is to somehow manage, not only the goodness of every user when supplying services, but also their reliability when giving recommendations about other peers. Thus, a user who provides unfair ratings will be also discarded as a service provider.

3.3. Malicious collectives with camouflage

Description. Malicious peers provide bad services in p% of all cases when selected as service providers. Malicious peers form a malicious collective by assigning the maximum trust value to other malicious peers in the network (Fig. 4).

Discussion. This is, in many cases, a threat which is not always easy to tackle, since its resilience will mostly depend on the behavioral pattern followed by malicious peers. That is, it is not equal to battle against an oscillating pattern (being fully benevolent for a period of time, and fully fraudulent for the next period, and so on, as shown in Fig. 5(a)), for instance, than against an increasing and decreasing one (Fig. 5(b)), or even a random pattern (Fig. 5(c)).

Furthermore, the variable behavior is not even considered as a threat in many models in the sense that they do not punish that kind of behavior, but they just try to adjust the trust and reputation given to a peer to its real and current goodness. Other models (Kamvar et al., 2003), however, demonstrate the uselessness for malicious peers to behave in this way.

Solution. The first topic to address is to somehow distinguish the confidence deposited in a peer as a recommender and the trust deposited in the same peer as a service provider. This mechanism can be very helpful when trying to avoid unfair ratings from malicious entities. Additionally, the variable behavior of a peer, when detected, could be punished and avoided.
3.4. Malicious spies

Description. Some malicious peers always provide bad services when selected as service providers. Those malicious peers form a malicious collective by assigning the maximum trust value to other malicious peers in the network. Other distinct malicious peers, known as malicious spies, always provide good services when selected as service providers, but they also give the maximum rating values to those malicious peers who always provide bad services (Fig. 6).

Discussion. In this threat, the malicious spies may gain a high level of trust and reputation, since they always provide good services, being able then to easily subvert the trust and reputation mechanism applied in the system. Most of the times, this kind of attack has not a trivial or easy way of being effectively tackled.

Solution. Like in previous threats, an accurate management of the reliability of the peers, not only as service providers, but also as recommendation providers may effectively help to prevent this kind of abuse, although it will probably take longer (more effort and more resources needed, therefore) in order to be able to identify both the malicious peers and the malicious spies.

3.5. Sybil attack

Description. An adversary initiates a disproportionate number of malicious peers in the network. Each time one of the peers is selected as a service provider, it provides a bad service, after which it is disconnected and replaced with a new peer identity (Fig. 7) (Douceur and Donath, 2002).

Discussion. This kind of attack might prove quite problematic since it could prevent good peers from being able to gain a good reputation, since they might not be selected most of the times.

Again, not many trust and reputation models deal with such an important and potentially dangerous threat like the Sybil attack leading thus to an underestimated but great risk.

Solution. One of the most common solutions proposed in the literature for this kind of threat consists of associating a cost to the generation of new identities in the community.
This cost is not necessarily economic, but it can also be a cost in terms of time or resources, for instance.

Another suggested way of dealing with this problem (Girao et al., 2006) makes use of a central entity managing (virtual) identities in the system, or even a set of identity providers ensuring that every participant in the community has a unique and immutable identity.

3.6. Man in the middle attack

Description. A malicious peer can intercept the messages from a benevolent service provider peer to the requestor and rewrite them with bad services, making therefore the reputation of the benevolent peer to decrease. That participant could even maliciously modify the recommendations given by an honest peer, in order to benefit his/her own interests (Fig. 8).

Discussion. One more time, this is a threat which has not been associated with trust and reputation systems traditionally. Most of the authors consider or assume the authenticity of the peer providing either a service or a recommendation. Nevertheless, as explained before, this attack can cause a great damage and effect in the system if its application is possible.

Solution. A simple way of avoiding this risk could be by the use of cryptography schemes in order to authenticate each user in the system (maybe with a digital signature or any similar mechanism). However, and unfortunately, it is not always feasible to apply such a solution, above all in highly distributed environments like wireless sensor networks.

3.7. Driving down the reputation of a reliable peer

Description. Malicious peers always provide bad services when selected as service providers. Malicious peers form a malicious collective by assigning the maximum trust value to other malicious peers in the network. Additionally, they give the worst rating to those benevolent peers, who indeed provide good services (Fig. 9).

Discussion. This kind of attack can be even worse than the ones named malicious collectives and malicious spies, since in this case benevolent peers also receive unfair critics from malicious peers. In such a situation if an interaction with a malicious peer is carried out it can be identified as malicious, but if an interaction has never been performed with a peer which is actually benevolent but whose reputation has been driven down by malicious participants, then that peer will not probably be chosen as the peer to have an interaction with.

Solution. The differentiated management of the trust given to a participant when supplying services and the reliability of his/her recommendations can be very useful in this scenario as well. However, there are some trust and reputation models (Gómez Mármol, 2008) where this distinction is not explicitly done but, due to their dependency on the topology of the network, are able to find the most trustworthy path leading to the most reputable peer offering a certain service.

3.8. Partially malicious collectives

Description. Malicious peers always provide bad services when selected as certain service providers. However, they always provide good services when selected as other different service providers (Fig. 10).

That is, for certain services they behave properly, while for other specific services, they act maliciously. Malicious peers
form a malicious collective by assigning the maximum trust value to other malicious peers in the network.

Discussion. There are some trust and reputation models which are not resilient to this kind of attack since they just perform a global computation of the trust and/or reputation of a peer, regardless the service they are providing. In such a situation some distortion can emerge, considering a peer as fully or quite benevolent (malicious) although it can also provide some fraudulent (good) services.

Solution. By just considering a different score for every service offered by a peer, this threat is mitigated most of the times. However, it is not always possible to make this distinction since in some environments (for instance, those with a great amount of services offered) it could lead to some scalability problems.

3.9. Malicious pre-trusted peers

Description. Some or all the pre-trusted benevolent peers become malicious ones, maybe by always providing bad services when selected as service providers or by rating with maximum trust value other malicious peers who always provide bad services when selected as service providers.

Discussion. First it is worth mentioning that it is not always feasible to find a set of peers that can be trusted before any transaction is carried out in the system (Fig. 11). Some models (like Eigentrust (Kamvar et al., 2003), for instance) base their strategy on this kind of participants. However, and maybe in a paranoic way of thinking, every user in a virtual community can behave inappropriately at some point. If such a thing occurred with a pre-trusted peer, those models mentioned before would be in a risk.

Solution. Our suggestion for such situations would be to be able to decide at any time which peers belong to the set of pre-trusted ones, depending on their behavior.

4. Security threats taxonomy

This section will describe several properties or dimensions related to a generic security threat for trust and reputation systems (Lam and Riedl, 2004). These dimensions will help us to create a taxonomy of the previously exposed threats, analyzing and categorizing each one of them according to these properties. In fact, a summary table (Table 1) has been designed and included showing that classification.

- Attack intent

  An adversary may have several different goals when trying to subvert a trust and reputation system. Two straightforward intents are to fraudulently praise an entity in order to increase her reputation in the system and, conversely, to drive down the reputation of a reliable entity.

  A third possible goal could be just to damage the reputation system as a whole, so users may decrease their trust in it and, eventually, stop using it.

  Thus for instance, malicious collectives, collectives with camouflage and malicious spies attacks will try to unfairly praise and increase the reputation of some entities which actually do not deserve it. The rest of threats will just try to subvert the whole system in one or another way.

- Targets

  Some security threats focus their efforts on a subset of users or entities belonging to the system, whereas other threats center on specific individual users. There are even some threats which do not distinguish and are applicable to the whole community.

  In this sense, individual malicious peers and man in the middle attacks can be classified as individual attacks, while driving down the reputation of a reliable peer affects all the members of the community. Other threats’ targets are composed by a subset of the entities belonging to the system.

- Required knowledge

  The amount of information needed to be gathered or collected from the system in order to effectively perform an attack is another important issue in these scenarios. Thus, some threats will require a comprehensive knowledge about the whole system or about some particular entities, while some other threats will work properly with a small knowledge about the trust and reputation system (its users, the trust and reputation model applied, ratings distribution, etc.).

  Regarding this point, creating a collusion, for instance, will need more information about the system (each member of the collusion needs to know the rest of them) than an individual attack such as individual malicious peers or Sybil attack. If they also need to know, for example, the goodness of each member for every given provided service, then the amount of required knowledge in order to perform the attack is higher.

- Cost

  The less expensive an attack is, the more beneficial is its application. Once again, the cost of running an attack is not necessarily economic, but it can be also measured in terms of resources or time requirements, for instance.
Thus, some threats will have a higher associated cost and will be therefore more difficult to be performed, while others will be easily applicable, since their corresponding cost will make them worthy.

As it can be observed in Table 1 the cost of applying an attack is directly related to its associated amount of required knowledge. The only case where both dimensions do not match is for the Sybil attack, because although it needs (nearly) no knowledge about the system, it is not usually so easy to create a disproportionate number of entities enough to cause a really important damage to the community.

### Algorithm dependence

Some security threats take advantage of a specific trust and reputation algorithm or model vulnerability and exploits it in order to create a great damage to the system. On the other hand, other attacks are more generic and, consequently, applicable in a wider set of scenarios or environments.

Most of the described security threats for trust and reputation system could be applied in almost any scenario or environment. Malicious pre-trusted peers, however, is an specific attack related and, therefore, only applicable to those trust and reputation algorithms or models which actually make use of pre-trusted peers, as we will see later in the case of EigenTrust (Kamvar et al., 2003).

### Detectability

Finally, an attack over trust and reputation systems is desired to be as less detectable as possible. Later an attack is detected, the higher might be the damage caused. That is the reason why most of the threats act trying not to induce suspicion as much as possible, i.e., they do not cause drastic changes in the system, but they rather make slight ones.

In some way, the detectability of an attack or threat is a measurement of its resilience and effectiveness. Thus, the easiest threat of the previously presented ones to be detected would be the individual malicious peers. As the collaboration between attackers and their gathered knowledge about the system increases, those attacks become more and more undetectable. That is the reason why all the threats based on a collusion are, generally, more difficult to tackle.

---

### Table 1 – Security threats taxonomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security threats</th>
<th>Attack intent</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Required knowledge</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Algorithm dependence</th>
<th>Detectability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual malicious peers</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious collectives</td>
<td>Praise</td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious collectives with camouflage</td>
<td>Praise</td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious spies</td>
<td>Praise</td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sybil attack</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man in the middle attack</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving down the reputation of a reliable peer</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially malicious collectives</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious pre-trusted peers</td>
<td>Whole</td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

5. Dealing with main security threats in major trust and reputation models

This section will present some of the most representative trust and reputation models for distributed systems and will show how each of them face the threats exposed in Section 3.

Some experimental results taken from the reference papers highlight how each model is reacting against certain attacks they are covering.

5.1. EigenTrust

5.1.1. Brief introduction

The first trust model we will describe is called EigenTrust (Kamvar et al., 2003), and it is one of the most known and cited ones in this field. It is characterized by the assignment of a unique global trust value to each peer in a P2P file sharing system, based on the peer’s history of contributions.

Thus, authors define $s_{ij}$ as the local trust of peer $i$ about peer $j$, in the following way:

$$s_{ij} = sat(i, j) - unsat(i, j)$$

i.e., the difference between the satisfactory and unsatisfactory interactions of peers $i$ and $j$. Moreover, they also define a normalized local trust value $c_{ij} \in [0, 1]$ as:

$$c_{ij} = \frac{\max(s_{ij}, 0)}{\sum_{i} \max(s_{ij}, 0)}$$

Peer $i$’s global reputation is given by the local trust values given to it by other peers, weighted by the global reputation of the assigning peers. Let $C$ be the matrix $[c_{ij}]$ and $\vec{c}_i$ a vector defined as follows:

$$C = \begin{pmatrix} c_{11} & c_{12} & \cdots & c_{ij} & \cdots & c_{1n} \\ c_{21} & c_{22} & \cdots & c_{2j} & \cdots & c_{2n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots \\ c_{i1} & c_{i2} & \cdots & c_{ij} & \cdots & c_{in} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots \\ c_{n1} & c_{n2} & \cdots & c_{nj} & \cdots & c_{nn} \end{pmatrix}, \quad \vec{c}_i = \begin{pmatrix} c_{1i} \\ c_{2i} \\ \vdots \\ c_{ji} \\ \vdots \\ c_{ni} \end{pmatrix}$$

Having this, $t_{ik}$ represents the trust that peer $i$ places in peer $k$ based on asking his friends, and defined as:
\[ t_1 = C^j c_1 = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j c_{i1}, \ldots, \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j c_{ik}, \ldots, \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j c_{nk} \right) \]

By querying his friends’ friends, peer \( i \) gets a wider view of peer’s \( k \) reputation, that is:

\[ t_1 = (C^j)^2 c_i \]

Going on in this way, after a large enough number \( m \) of queries, peer \( i \) will get the same eigenvector \( t_1 = (C^j)^m c_i \), as every other peer in the system.

Additionally, authors propose more sophisticated ways of computing this eigenvector based on pre-trusted peers. They also consider that a peer who is honest providing a service (in their case sharing a file) is also likely to be honest in reporting its local trust values, which, as we have seen before, has to be necessarily always like this.

5.1.2. Security analysis

Regarding the security threats this model covers, when a set of individual malicious peers is present in the system, those peers receive high local trust values only from other malicious peers, since they are the only ones who value the supply of malicious services (i.e., they compute \( s_j = \text{unsat}(i, j) - \text{sat}(i, j) \)). And even that only occasionally, since malicious peers have to meet each other through an interaction. Because of their low trust values, malicious peers are rarely chosen as service providers (around 10% of the times).

Forming a malicious collective does not increase the global trust values of malicious peers enough in order for them to have impact on the network due to the presence of pre-trusted peers. A user will always have the opportunity to perform a transaction with one of those pre-trusted peers and if an interaction is performed with a malicious peer (which occurs again around 10% of the times), it will be identified as malicious by the whole system.

However, it is worthy to mention that authors do not consider a collusion exactly in the same way we defined it previously, since in their scenario, every peer belonging to the collusion gives the maximum rate to the “next” peer in the collusion (and the minimum to everybody else), forming thus a ring or chain.

Moreover, the optimum scenario for a malicious collective with camouflage in this model consists of providing 50% of the times a fraudulent service (in that case 28% of the transactions correspond to a malicious service). Kamvar et al. (2003) demonstrate the unworthiness of such behavior for malicious peers relying on the cost those peers have in order to sometimes provide a service properly.

Finally, authors also deal with the problem of Sybil attack by imposing some kind of cost to the generation of new identities, but they also show the vulnerability of their model against malicious spies, since their opinions and recommendations will be taken into account (even when rating malicious peers) due to their proper behavior when supplying services.

5.2. PeerTrust

5.2.1. Brief introduction

PeerTrust (Xiong and Liu, 2004) is a trust and reputation model that combines several important aspects related to the management of trust and reputation in distributed systems, such as: the feedback a peer receives from other peers, the total number of transactions of a peer, the credibility of the recommendations given by a peer, the transaction context factor and the community context factor.

This accurate aggregation is performed through the following expression, representing the trust value of peer \( u \), \( T(u) \):

\[ T(u) = a \sum_{i=1}^{l(u)} S(u, i)CR(p(u, i))TF(u, i) + \beta \times \text{CF}(u) \]

where \( l(u) \) denotes the total number of transactions performed by peer \( u \) with all other peers, \( p(u, i) \) denotes the other participating peer in peer \( u \)’s \( i \)th transaction, \( S(u, i) \) denotes the normalized amount of satisfaction peer \( u \) receives from \( p(u, i) \) in its \( i \)th transaction, \( CR(u) \) denotes the credibility of the feedback submitted by \( u \), \( TF(u, i) \) denotes the adaptive transaction context factor for peer \( u \)’s \( i \)th transaction, and \( \text{CF}(u) \) denotes the adaptive community context factor for peer \( u \).

On the other hand, the credibility of \( v \) from \( w \)’s point of view, is computed as:

\[
\text{Cr}(p(u, i)) = \frac{\text{Sim}(p(u, i), w)}{\sum_{j=1}^{l(u)} \text{Sim}(p(u, j), w)}
\]

where

\[
\text{Sim}(v, w) = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{x \in \text{IS}(v, u)} \sum_{i=1}^{l(x)} S(x, i)}{l(x, u)} - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{l(x)} S(x, i)}{l(x, w)}}^2 / ||JS(v, w)||
\]

being \( l(u, v) \) the total number of transactions performed by peer \( u \) with peer \( v \), \( IS(v) \) the set of peers that have interacted with peer \( v \) and \( JS(v, w) \) the common set of peers that have interacted with both peer \( v \) and \( w \), computed as \( IS(v) \cap IS(w) \).

Additionally this model introduces a trust-based peer selection scheme, according to the third step described in Section 2 and depicted in Fig. 1. A simple rule for peer \( w \) to decide whether to have an interaction with peer \( u \) or not could be \( T(u) > T_{\text{threshold}}(w) \), where the value of \( T_{\text{threshold}}(w) \) depends on several factors such as the importance of the transaction, or the disposition of \( w \) to trust unknown peers or not, among many others.

5.2.2. Security analysis

The accurate management of the credibility of a peer as a recommender, as well as the context factor or the community one allows PeerTrust model to effectively overcome many of the security threats described previously.

Thus, malicious individual peers, malicious collectives, malicious collectives with camouflage and driving down the reputation of a reliable peer are some of the threats that are solved by PeerTrust.

This ability to deal with those threats is due to, among other factors, the definition of credibility in terms of the
similarity between two peers, which allows the model to accurately detect and identify in the community malicious service providers as well as malicious recommenders.

Additionally it stimulates the community to supply recommendations by building incentives or rewards to those peers who provide feedbacks to others. And this is done through the context factor, with the following definition:

\[ CF(u) = \frac{F(u)}{I(u)} \]

where \( F(u) \) represents the total number of feedback peer \( u \) gives to others. This stimulation also helps and is very useful to avoid (almost any kind of) malicious peers to gain a high reputation in the system and therefore, to be selected many times as service providers.

When a threat of the type malicious individual peers, malicious collectives or driving down the reputation of a reputable one occurs, PeerTrust achieves the selection of fraudulent, malicious collectives or driving down the reputation of a reputable one. In order to make that decision, the average reasonable good outcomes due to the use of a time window-based metric that discounts the old feedbacks of peers.

Finally, PeerTrust can also overcome the threats of partially malicious collectives (since it introduces a context factor to measure the importance of each transaction) and the man in the middle attack.

The latter is tackled making use of cryptographic mechanisms. Specifically, authors propose that every identity is established by a public key corresponding to a unique private key, avoiding thus the spoofing of an identity without the knowledge of such private key. Additionally, any content properly signed will not have its integrity or origin compromised.

### 5.3. BTRM-WSN

#### 5.3.1. Brief introduction

BTRM-WSN (Gómez Márquez, 2008) is a novel trust model for wireless sensor networks (WSN) based on the bio-inspired algorithm of ant colony system (ACS, Dorigo et al., 2006). It allows to find the most trustworthy path leading to the most reputable service provider in a network. Its intrinsic nature makes it to be easily adaptable to sudden changes in the topology of the network as well as in the behavior of its participants.

In this model, a set of ants (artificial agents) is launched through the WSN. While they are searching for the most reputable service provider, they leave some pheromone traces in every link connecting two nodes. That pheromone between sensors \( a \) and \( b \), denoted as \( r_{ab} \), is identified with the confidence sensor \( a \) has on finding the most trustworthy path through sensor \( b \).

At each node, every ant has to decide which next sensor to move towards. In order to carry out this decision, a probability is given to each arc not visited yet by that ant as follows:

\[
p_a(r, s) = \begin{cases} 
    \frac{[r_{rs}]^{\eta_a}}{\sum_{\omega J_k(r)} [r_{\omega J_k(r)}]^{\eta_a}}, & \text{if } s \in J_k(r) \\
    0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

being \( p_a(r, s) \) the probability of ant \( k \) to move from sensor \( r \) to \( s \), \( \eta_a \) the heuristic associated with the link joining \( r \) and \( s \), identified with the distance that separate both sensors, \( d_{rs} \) the set of neighbors of node \( r \) not visited yet by ant \( k \), and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), two parameters to balance the pheromone and the heuristic.

Every time an ant crosses a link, it modifies its pheromone trace in the following way:

\[
t_{rs} = (1 - \phi)t_{rs} + \phi \Omega
\]

where \( \Omega = (1 + (1 - \phi)(1 - t_{rs} \eta_{rs}))t_{rs} \) is the convergence value of \( t_{rs} \) and \( \phi \) is a parameter controlling the amount of pheromone left by an ant.

In the same way, the best path found by all ants receives an additional updating, as follows:

\[
t_{rs} = (1 - \rho)t_{rs} + \rho(1 + t_{rs} \eta_{rs} Q(S_{GlobalBest}))/t_{rs}
\]

being \( Q(S_{GlobalBest}) \) the quality of such path. The quality of a path \( S_k \) is measured in terms of the average pheromone of the edges belonging to that path, \( \tau_k \), the percentage of ants that have selected that precise path as the most trustworthy, \%A\_{rs}, and its length, as it can be observed next:

\[
Q(S_k) = \frac{\tau_k}{\text{Length}(S_k)} \%A\_{rs}
\]

Furthermore, when ant \( k \) finds a peer offering the desired service, it has to decide whether to stop and return that found service provider, or to travel ahead trying to find a better (more reputable) one. In order to make that decision, the average pheromone trace of the edges composing the current path is computed, \( \tau_k \).

If \( \tau_k \) is greater than a given threshold, then ant \( k \) stops and returns current solution with a probability equal to \( \tau_k \) (which means that better paths have more probabilities to be chosen). Otherwise, if \( \tau_k \) is less than or equal to that certain threshold, ant \( k \) considers current service provider not enough trustworthy and keeps trying a better one.

As we indicated in Section 2, the last general step of every trust and reputation model consists of punishing or rewarding the selected service provider, according to the user’s satisfaction. In BTRM-WSN this step is explicitly performed in terms of pheromone evaporation (punishment) or reinforcement (reward) of the path leading to the selected peer, as shown next:

\[
t_{rs} = (1 - \theta) + (\theta \times \frac{\text{Sat}}{\text{df}_{rs}})
\]

where \( \theta \) is the same parameter used in the local pheromone updating. Sat is the user’s satisfaction and \( \text{df}_{rs} \) represents a distance factor of the link joining sensors \( r \) and \( s \), which is defined as follows:

\[
\text{df}_{rs} = \frac{d_{rs}}{L(S_k) / (L(S_k) - d_{rs} + 1)}
\]

being \( d_{rs} \) the distance of link joining sensors \( r \) and \( s \) from the client and \( L(S_k) \) the length of the solution found by ant \( k \), \( S_k \).

#### 5.3.2. Security analysis

Regarding the performance of BTRM-WSN against certain threats, it has been demonstrated its accuracy in situations of malicious individual peers, malicious collectives, malicious
collectives with camouflage and driving down the reputation of a reliable peer.

When a peer is selected as a service provider and it supplies a worse service than the one it initially offered, not only the path leading to that server is punished (by means of pheromone evaporation), but also all the links or edges falling into that node, hindering this way other ants to choose that peer as the next hop in their route.

Malicious individual peers are, in this way, accurately identified in the community. Less than 10% of the times they are wrongly selected when the 90% of the nodes are individual malicious peers, in a WSN composed by 100 sensors.

Due to the definition of the algorithm, where every peer only stores the pheromone traces of its neighbors, if a malicious peer forms a collusion and gives unfair ratings (in terms of pheromone traces) to its neighbors, ants are able to overcome this situation and find alternative paths (if they exist) leading to the most reputable nodes. This definition allows the resilience against a man in the middle attack, as well.

BTRM-WSN is therefore resilient in the presence of malicious collectives. In this case the selection percentage of malicious service providers (also called the error of the model) remains under the 10% regardless the size of the wireless sensor network, when the percentage of malicious peers forming a collusion is below the 60%.

Actually, the collusion threat model implemented in BTRM-WSN corresponds to the threat we called here driving down the reputation of a reliable peer, which is in fact a particular case of a collusion. So this model has been demonstrated to be able to overcome both threats.

Once again the oscillating scenario of Fig. 5(a) has been chosen in order to test the model against malicious collectives with camouflage. In this case, since there are some benevolent peers not belonging to this collusion, they gain a high trust level in the system and are, therefore, selected most of the times as service providers, obtaining similar outcomes than in the case of malicious collectives (less than 10% of error when the percentage of malicious peers is under 60%).

Partially malicious collectives are also avoided since BTRM-WSN uses different and independent pheromone traces for each service offered by the WSN.

5.4. PowerTrust

5.4.1. Brief introduction

PowerTrust (Zhou and Hwang, 2007) is a robust and scalable P2P reputation system which leverages the power-law feedback characteristics found applicable in dynamically growing P2P networks, either structured or unstructured.

Authors made several comprehensive experiments over a data set extracted from eBay transactions and concluded that the feedback numbers in eBay follow a power-law distribution. Even more, they demonstrate that power-law feedback distribution is applicable to every P2P reputation system in general.

The power-law distribution implies that the node with a few feedbacks is common, whereas the node with a large number of feedbacks is extremely rare. Therefore, only a few nodes have much higher degree than others, and specifically those nodes are dynamically selected as power nodes and considered as most reputable in the system.

Nevertheless, power nodes can be dynamically replaced if they become less active or demonstrate unacceptable behavior. Actually, the m most reputable nodes are selected using a distributed ranking mechanism which in turn applies a locality preserving hashing in order to sort all nodes with respect to their global reputation scores.

To do so, PowerTrust builds a trust overlay network (TON) on top of all nodes in a P2P system where every peer evaluates each other whenever a transaction takes place between a pair of them. Therefore, all nodes have local trust scores and the system aggregates those scores in order to calculate the global reputation score of each participating peer. All global scores form a reputation vector \( V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\} \) fulfilling that \( \sum v_i = 1 \).

In order to compute vector \( V \), consider the trust matrix \( R = \{r_{ij}\} \) defined over an n-node TON, where \( r_{ij} \in [0, 1] \) is the normalized local trust score defined by \( r_{ij} = s_{ij} / \sum s_{ij} \) (with \( \sum s_{ij} = 1 \)), and \( s_{ij} \) is the most recent feedback score that node \( i \) rates node \( j \). Next an initial reputation vector \( V(0) \) is set assuming, for instance, \( v_i = 1/n \). And while \( |V(0) - V(k)| > \epsilon \) the successive reputation vectors are recursively computed as:

\[
V(k+1) = R^T \times V(k)
\]

After a sufficient number of \( k \) iterations, the global reputation vector will converge to the eigenvector of the trust matrix \( R \). Finally, this global reputation scores updating is carried out by power nodes.

5.4.2. Security analysis

The use of reliable power peers as global reputation scores updaters makes PowerTrust a resilient model against a wide variety of security threats. Specifically, authors demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of their approach through a set of developed experiments.

Thus, PowerTrust has been proved to be resistant against an individual malicious peers attack, achieving good outcomes in presence of this type of adversaries (less than a 35% of error).

Even more, since authors consider that a node providing corrupted services is highly likely to issue dishonest scores, PowerTrust is also resilient (with experiments supporting this fact) against malicious collectives, malicious collectives with camouflage and driving down the reputation of a reliable peer.

Nevertheless, it is vulnerable to a malicious pre-trusted peers threat, because in this model, power nodes are considered as fully reliable peers (as pre-trusted peers are in EigenTrust). So if those power peers become malicious, they can cause a great damage in the system.

5.5. Tackling summary

In this section, we present a summary table (Table 2) indicating for each one of the described trust and reputation models which threats can be overcome, which not and which are just not applicable. In order to make a more complete table, we have also included some models (ATSN (Chen et al., 2007) and DWTrust (Huang et al., 2006)) not described in this paper.

As it can be observed, individual malicious peers, malicious collectives and malicious collectives with camouflage
are the most common tackled threats, while malicious spies and Sybil attack are not overcome by any or nearly any trust and reputation model.

Additionally, we have only found two models where the last threat (malicious pre-trusted peers) can be applied, which are EigenTrust and PowerTrust.

It is important to note that none of the presented models can absolutely prevent all the threats and that the proposed solutions given in Section 3 are just some helpful guides that aim to decrease the impact of each one of the associated threats, but they cannot (and the do not pretend to) completely overcome them.

6. Conclusions and future work

Trust and reputation management over distributed and heterogeneous systems has emerged in the last few years as a novel and accurate way of dealing with some security risks related to these environments.

Nevertheless, the application of such mechanisms involves the arising of new specific and related threats that should not be underestimated. As far as we know, this is one of the first works mainly focused on describing such threats and proposing solutions to overcome them.

In this paper, we have analyzed the main security threats that can be applied in most of trust and reputation schemes. Moreover, we have discussed them and suggested a possible way of tackling each one of those risks in the design phase.

A complete taxonomy of those threats or attacks has been developed as well, describing several possible dimensions of an attack over trust and reputation systems, and categorizing the exposed threats according to these dimensions or properties.

Additionally, we have presented some representative trust and reputation models and shown how they deal with those threats that can be applied to them, revealing that not all the threats are paid the same attention and none of them is categorically solved.

As for future work, we consider that an implementation and comparison of several of the most representative trust and reputation models, in terms of their response against some of the threats presented in this paper could be an interesting research line. In that way, we will focus on the development of a validation tool allowing researchers to perform such tests.

Finally, we hope this work helps to the development of this research field by constituting a guide for new trust and reputation model designers.
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